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ABSTRACT

Cervical can~er is a lethal cancer that affects women
around the world. This study proposes a design of a
cervical cancer classification system that elm classify
cells into normal. LSIL and HSIL categories according
.to the Bethesda system. The system .is designed based on
a. Hybrid Multilayered Perceptron· (HAfLP) network,
which is integrated to an 8-bit microcontroller embedded
device. After te.sting on 200 sets.o/input data, ihe system
is found· to have accuraCy, iensi,~vity and specificity

.values of95.50%, 94.00% aiul 100% respectively. There
are 2.67% 0/negative false· and 5.00% ofnegative false
results. The results show that ·the System is almost as
accurate as a medical expert in classifying cervical cell
samples.
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1.0 introduction

The second most conunon type of cancer that affects
women today is cervical cancer. Cervical cancer is a
silent cancer. Unlike other cancers that cause pain,
noticeable .Jumps or other early symptoms. cervical
cancer has no teIJtaJe symptoms until it is so advanced
that is usually unresponsive to treatment (WebMD,
2002). Only in its late stage, cervical cancer cause pain
in the lower abdominal or back regions. However. most
cervical cancertakes many years to develop from normal
to dangerous stage. Therefore, the mortality related to
cervical cancer can be substantially reduced through
early detection and treatment.

Currently, Pap test is the most popular method to detect
the occurrence of abnormal cells in and around the
cervix. Several previous studies by Breen et al. (200 1),
Framer (2001), Kuie (1996) and Adami ef al. (1994),
showed that the chances for a woman of acquiring
cervical cancer is reduced as she has Pap test regularly.
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However. studies by· Othman eI al.• (1997, 1995), K
(1996) and Hislop et al. (1994) proved that someti:met
the Pap test is not effective. The detennination iDf
abnonnal cervical cells can sometimes be missed ia
certain situation. Three major reasons that decrease the
accuracy of Pap test diagnosis result are bad Pap Smear
samples. techniCal and human errors, and small size of
·ceivicaJ intra-epitheIial neoplasIa (CIN).

Due to limitation or-diagnostic performance by Pap test
many supplementary methods have been developed to
increase the diagnostic perfonnance of the Pap test In
United States of Ame.~ca. three ~upplementarydiagnosis
systems•.which are· commonly used in medical field and
currently approved. by . the Food and Drug
Administration· (FDA) . ·are .·Papnet, AutoPap and
ThinPrep· (WebMD, 2002, HTAC. 2002). Papnet is used
to ·.rescreen the original ·smear.· A computer system
selects .over. 100 .abnormal images from the sample.
which are then re-examined using high-resolution video.
AutoPap is a cOn1put~r-assisted primary screening and
designed to. a;ssist cytotechnologists in reviewing
conventionally prepared slides by seo·ring and ranking

.each slide according to the likelihood that a slide
contains abnonnalities. ThinPrep uses the original
c·ervicaJ sample, which is first rinsed in a special solution
to thin the mucus and eliminate debris that can obscure
the finding. The sample is clearer and deaner for easier
screening process by the experts.

Beside that, an expert system for the classification and
diagnosis of squamous lesions in. the Pap smear of pre
menopausal women has been developed by Mitlehner et
at. in 1990. The expert system is caned Cytopath.
Cytopath questions the user about various diagnostic
features taken. from Pap smear image. A conclusion is
reached wh~n the user's responses match the criteria for
a diagnosis.

Therefore, this study also focuses on the design of a
semi-automated system to classify whether the cervical
cells of a patient are normal, low-grade squamous










